[10/11/2016 1:51 PM] Padgett, Christian S:
With varied strategies...if I am teaching math, multiple ways to solve a problem is used by students. Sometimes it
is explicitly taught and others they have to create their own
[10/11/2016 1:51 PM] Lawson, Jennifer:
SeeSaw- choosing HOW they want to explain and show what they know
[10/11/2016 1:51 PM] Datoria Hicks:

Flexible Pacing – stations can be self-guided and students move though them at their own pace
[10/11/2016 1:52 PM] Davies, Kurt:
http://web.seesaw.me/
[10/11/2016 1:52 PM] Rhodes, Jessica M (Heards Ferry):
seesaw is a closed website for students to post projects and work to share with one another. you can allow parents to the site if
you choose

[10/11/2016 1:52 PM] Lawson, Jennifer:
it is an app where students basically upload their work and its like a digitally portfolio...other students after
teacher approval can go on and view the work of others and respond
[10/11/2016 1:52 PM] Rawls, Jennifer L:
Seesaw is a place where students can add videos, pictures or notes to explain their thinking
[10/11/2016 1:52 PM] Wade, Crystal:
Voice - Brainstorm who could be an authentic audience to share products.
[10/11/2016 1:52 PM] Davies, Kurt:
Your welcome
[10/11/2016 1:52 PM] Lawson, Jennifer:
its AWESOME
[10/11/2016 1:52 PM] Palermo, Amy:
I am providing students with pretests which guide their focus for the activities within stations they need to
complete in order to master a standard.
[10/11/2016 1:52 PM] Rawls, Jennifer L:
They can also blog on it.
[10/11/2016 1:53 PM] Hodge, Daniel V:
If you know about it and aren't using it I would consider it educational malpractice.
[10/11/2016 1:53 PM] Watola, Beverly:
Voice: I use Poll Everywhere to get student input.
[10/11/2016 1:53 PM] Hodge, Daniel V:
I'm not saying you.
[10/11/2016 1:53 PM] Lawson, Jennifer:
each class has its own QR codes-- they tag themselves in their work and/or groups they are working on... there is
an option you and share with parents--- I dont do that yet but you could at conferences
[10/11/2016 1:53 PM] Simon, Barbara:
See Saw is a site where students take a picture or video of something they have done and upload -- teachers and
parents can see what they do- can use it for direct feedback to parents
[10/11/2016 1:53 PM] Showfety, Amy:
I used it when our grade goes to Tybee for two days to show parents what their kids are doing!
[10/11/2016 1:53 PM] Lawson, Jennifer:
KidBlog
[10/11/2016 1:54 PM] Padgett, Christian S:
Stephanee and the KSU did a great job using it this summer at their Maker Camp

[10/11/2016 1:54 PM] Davies, Kurt:
The administrator that does scheduling!
Just kidding!
[10/11/2016 1:54 PM] Asher, Barry:
Collaborate with ELL
[10/11/2016 1:54 PM] Padgett, Christian S:
Just in Time Direct Instruction
[10/11/2016 1:54 PM] Laisney, Suzanne M:
:)
[10/11/2016 1:54 PM] Palermo, Amy:
I would use direct instruction and possibly provide translated materials
[10/11/2016 1:54 PM] Ann Marie Girard:
Peer Tutor in all classes

[10/11/2016 1:54 PM] Palermo, Amy:
Hi! :)
[10/11/2016 1:55 PM] Datoria Hicks:
Co-Planning
[10/11/2016 1:55 PM] Lawson, Jennifer:
flexible pacing for understanding
[10/11/2016 1:55 PM] Anderson, Christine M:
Google Translate??
[10/11/2016 1:55 PM] Taylor, Jennifer:
videos made by kids for directions - direct instruction
[10/11/2016 1:55 PM] Yearwood, Riley M:
Definitely flexible pacing... Allow them to present their knowledge in a different way... maybe in a way that doesn't involve lots
of writing.

[10/11/2016 1:55 PM] Davies, Kurt:
Varied strategies. Allow the student to do research in places that provide information in their own language
[10/11/2016 1:55 PM] Ann Marie Girard:
Just in Time Instruction with student- prepared notes in advance with pictures

[10/11/2016 1:55 PM] Datoria Hicks:
Co-planning is not just with the student, Parents, community, ESOL teacher.
[10/11/2016 1:56 PM] Padgett, Christian S:
JITDI- I would first use my knowledge about ELLs and use the proper assessments. Then I would find the ESOL
teacher as well as computer software that would help scaffold them into learning the language
[10/11/2016 1:56 PM] Lawson, Jennifer:
varied strategies- visuals to support content and vocabulary
[10/11/2016 1:56 PM] Rodriguez, Angelita C:
using pictures and total physical response...
[10/11/2016 1:56 PM] Sutton, Carlos:
ELL teachers are a great resource. Find out if technology is in the home as well.
[10/11/2016 1:57 PM] Showfety, Amy:
NEARPOD!!!!!!!
[10/11/2016 1:57 PM] Laisney, Suzanne M:
interdisciplinary units
[10/11/2016 1:57 PM] Davies, Kurt:

Call Marty and Doc Brown.
[10/11/2016 1:57 PM] Asher, Barry:
Just learning about nearpod
[10/11/2016 1:57 PM] Padgett, Christian S:
Varied Strategies- Think in terms of learning styles and multiple intelligences.
[10/11/2016 1:57 PM] Davies, Kurt:
I wish.
[10/11/2016 1:57 PM] Armstead, Jessyca:
Station Rotation with some digital resources
[10/11/2016 1:57 PM] Shands, Vonda R:
This is when your professional learning community comes into play.

[10/11/2016 1:57 PM] Arthur, Katie:
Create a blendspace or playlist or google doc that colleagues can contribute to as well.

[10/11/2016 1:57 PM] Zeigler, Munifah J:
video tape yourself teaching a lesson.

[10/11/2016 1:57 PM] Ann Marie Girard:
That’s easy. Gamfication

[10/11/2016 1:57 PM] Lawson, Jennifer:
Multiple Activities for one lesson--- group together as much as you can. PBL--[10/11/2016 1:57 PM] Anderson, Christine M:
This year I have planned Maker space activities and some kiddos work on that while others are doing work with my
help.
[10/11/2016 1:57 PM] Datoria Hicks:
Don't re-invent the wheel. Pull what you can a tweak.
[10/11/2016 1:57 PM] Shands, Vonda R:
Ask other good teachers what they are doing.

[10/11/2016 1:57 PM] Schiedermayer, Tara:
working with my team and dividing up the creation of activities

[10/11/2016 1:57 PM] Taylor, Jennifer:
four different - use QR codes to help students make choice- with rotations
[10/11/2016 1:58 PM] Laisney, Suzanne M:
AMEN
[10/11/2016 1:58 PM] Zeigler, Munifah J:
www.socrative.com

[10/11/2016 1:58 PM] Padgett, Christian S:
Use resources for the like Discovery, Mackinvia, and then allow students to create
like*\
[10/11/2016 1:59 PM] Davies, Kurt:
Our PLC uploaded documents on every topic in US history. We can then use all of our lessons, or blend them.
On One Note
[10/11/2016 1:59 PM] Lawson, Jennifer:
maker spaces for extra extensions in the class
[10/11/2016 1:59 PM] Shands, Vonda R:
Give the students a voice in how they want to learn about a concept. Challenge them to find the best information.

[10/11/2016 1:59 PM] Taylor, Jennifer:
Go over rubric with students

[10/11/2016 1:59 PM] Ann Marie Girard:
Talk to the students for feedback.

[10/11/2016 1:59 PM] Padgett, Christian S:
First think about the bright spots
[10/11/2016 1:59 PM] Ann Marie Girard:
AMG :)

[10/11/2016 1:59 PM] Lawson, Jennifer:
Try another way-----surveymonkey LOL :)
[10/11/2016 2:00 PM] Datoria Hicks:
Go back to drawing board. Identify what went wrong and try again.
[10/11/2016 2:00 PM] Sutton, Carlos:
Identify the need for improvement and start with the students who have the most need and deal with each group
at a time.
[10/11/2016 2:00 PM] Laisney, Suzanne M:
think of a workaround and never .... give....UP!
[10/11/2016 2:00 PM] Lawson, Jennifer:
Hoping that day wasnt a walkthrough
[10/11/2016 2:00 PM] Shands, Vonda R:
Assess them differently.

[10/11/2016 2:00 PM] Padgett, Christian S:
Then think about what went wrong...what was wrong with the conditions and always have a plan B
[10/11/2016 2:00 PM] Davies, Kurt:
Jennifer - Awesome!
[10/11/2016 2:00 PM] Simon, Barbara:
Take step backward, reflect , reteach a different way.
[10/11/2016 2:00 PM] Asher, Barry:
Talk with students, reevaluate your lessons,
[10/11/2016 2:00 PM] Shands, Vonda R:
Do a verbal assessment with follow up questions.

[10/11/2016 2:00 PM] Zeigler, Munifah J:
Like inferencing :(

[10/11/2016 2:00 PM] Johnson, Karen:
Identify the weaknesses and try different ways of doing the same thing.
[10/11/2016 2:01 PM] Asher, Barry:
Is the problem with the lesson or the students?
[10/11/2016 2:01 PM] Davies, Kurt:
Lol
The action couldn’t be completed. Please try again later.[10/11/2016 2:01 PM] Asher, Barry:
right
[10/11/2016 2:01 PM] Rodriguez, Angelita C:
I agree with Barbara...reflect and reteach using a different medium.
[10/11/2016 2:01 PM] Datoria Hicks:
Darn Inferencing!
[10/11/2016 2:01 PM] Padgett, Christian S:
I think you also need to assess the DOK levels of the assessment vs which was taught
[10/11/2016 2:01 PM] Lawson, Jennifer:

sometimes the best ideas are "off the fly" and its ok to veer off of the "plan" for things to "work"
[10/11/2016 2:02 PM] Kate Kross:
Go over the assessment and make sure it's not the wording of the test.

[10/11/2016 2:02 PM] Asher, Barry:
Students might need training on how to do the lesson, especially if it is a new way to learn.
[10/11/2016 2:02 PM] Davies, Kurt:
We've run documents to get their lexile scores and realized we were way above a lot of the students abilities. Had
to go back and find new readings/documents
The action couldn’t be completed. Please try again later.[10/11/2016 2:02 PM] Zeigler, Munifah J:
learning paths

[10/11/2016 2:02 PM] Taylor, Jennifer:
Some of these things are repetitive, work smarter not harder
[10/11/2016 2:02 PM] Lawson, Jennifer:
happy hour
[10/11/2016 2:02 PM] Arthur, Katie:
I won't. I'll focus on doing one thing well at a time.
Otherwise they all suffer.

[10/11/2016 2:03 PM] Padgett, Christian S:
Show how personalized learning is something they are already doing and now just doing what they are doing but
being more intentional
[10/11/2016 2:03 PM] Yearwood, Riley M:
I just try to master one thing at a time or else I won't master a thing at all.

[10/11/2016 2:03 PM] Asher, Barry:
Focus on one of the initiatives at a time.
[10/11/2016 2:03 PM] Sutton, Carlos:
Use stations and group planning with peers to address all of these.
[10/11/2016 2:03 PM] Lawson, Jennifer:
AMEN to smarter not harder....collaborate....do what you can!
[10/11/2016 2:03 PM] Shands, Vonda R:
Again work with your PLC.

[10/11/2016 2:03 PM] Johnson, Karen:
Lots of these things can be put together. Combine some of them and be creative.
[10/11/2016 2:03 PM] Anderson, Christine M:
Combine them. Use an app or program you are comfortable with to incorporate some of the others.
[10/11/2016 2:03 PM] Davies, Kurt:
Use the technology to personalize the learning and allow some choice. Have a project in which the students
choose how they demonstrate their mastery of the content. Check it all through One Note.
[10/11/2016 2:03 PM] Simon, Barbara:
Integrate SS/Science with Reading and Writing-- Blend curriculum
[10/11/2016 2:03 PM] Ann Marie Girard:
Stations is an awesome idea Put the PLC POWER ti great use!

[10/11/2016 2:03 PM] PLUMMER, RACQUEL:
These things are not necessarily mutually exclusive...rather cohesive. Simply ways to integrate and get it done
[10/11/2016 2:04 PM] Datoria Hicks:
Start with a plan.
[10/11/2016 2:04 PM] Arthur, Katie:

If we do all at the same time, we won't know which ones were as successful as they could have been... Personalize for the
teacher and find the one that suits you best first...

[10/11/2016 2:04 PM] Laisney, Suzanne M:
PLC on various channels...if help is not found at your local school....search outside..
[10/11/2016 2:04 PM] Lawson, Jennifer:
You cant use everything in your toolbox at the same time.. you have to focus
[10/11/2016 2:04 PM] Kate Kross:
What is PBL?

[10/11/2016 2:04 PM] Padgett, Christian S:
Project based learning
[10/11/2016 2:04 PM] Watola, Beverly:
Keep learning and growing. You can't learn everything all in one day. Collaborate and do what you can do.
[10/11/2016 2:04 PM] Palermo, Amy:
Well, I feel that within PBL, PL automatically occurs as students are learning on their own, assessing their work, and
taking responsibility for solving a problem.
[10/11/2016 2:04 PM] Lawson, Jennifer:
Project Based Learning
[10/11/2016 2:04 PM] PLUMMER, RACQUEL:
project/problem based learning
Real world application
[10/11/2016 2:05 PM] Zeigler, Munifah J:
I would use one drive in microsoft and dropped videos and ideas that teachers can use to start their path to personalize
learning. The complete the learning path at thier pace, and complete a microsoft forms to reflect.
they

[10/11/2016 2:05 PM] Lawson, Jennifer:
absolutey! PBL can cover a lot... but its having those PBL units of study "ready" and sometimes time is a factor..so
sharing with colleagues is a definite advantage
Even colleagues out of your building... testing out a PBL and then sharing what worked and what didnt so someone
else can try it
[10/11/2016 2:06 PM] Shands, Vonda R:
Bless you

[10/11/2016 2:06 PM] Anu Bhardwaj:
All the more reason to create classroom notebook at a district level

[10/11/2016 2:06 PM] Arthur, Katie:
Or a choice board for students to demonstrate mastery... let them pick which initiative they want to use.

[10/11/2016 2:06 PM] Shaw, Carly:
My sound was going in and out, did you happen to say that you could save the conversation thread and send it to
those participating? There are sooo many good ideas and I can't write everything down fast enough. :)
SWEET!!! THANK YOU!
[10/11/2016 2:07 PM] Taylor, Jennifer:
Small increments daily - not all day, not all classes
[10/11/2016 2:08 PM] Laisney, Suzanne M:
FORGE AHEAD and ignore the mole! STUDENTS ARE FIRST!!!
[10/11/2016 2:08 PM] Asher, Barry:
Agreed...
[10/11/2016 2:08 PM] Padgett, Christian S:
Again look at my bright spots and students success

[10/11/2016 2:08 PM] Downs, Jessie E:
Kill them with kindness... also DATA

[10/11/2016 2:08 PM] Ann Marie Girard:
Invite him to visit my class.

[10/11/2016 2:08 PM] Kate Kross:
Isn't there a game called Whack a Mole? :)

[10/11/2016 2:08 PM] PLUMMER, RACQUEL:
Ignore! stretch anyway. Students growth is the goal
[10/11/2016 2:08 PM] Anderson, Christine M:
Just say NO!
[10/11/2016 2:08 PM] Lawson, Jennifer:
Try ONE new thing a month...or pace yourself with ONE thing to try..b/c it can be overwhelming with so many
ideas.
[10/11/2016 2:08 PM] Shands, Vonda R:
Find a group of more innovative teachers. Start working with them first.

[10/11/2016 2:08 PM] Padgett, Christian S:
Also use your Professional Learning Network (Vanguard) to stay encouraged
[10/11/2016 2:09 PM] Datoria Hicks:
Argue your case.
[10/11/2016 2:09 PM] Mathis, Sharnitra:
do it anyway. When my students succeed, he will be begging for everyone else to join in.
[10/11/2016 2:09 PM] Lawson, Jennifer:
Remember what your edPersona is.....:)
I meant edTech Persona
[10/11/2016 2:09 PM] Laisney, Suzanne M:
Alleviate their load!
[10/11/2016 2:10 PM] Parry, Megan:
showing them that it makes your classroom easier and better
[10/11/2016 2:10 PM] Asher, Barry:
Keep working on it in your class in order to show everyone what good it does.
[10/11/2016 2:10 PM] Laisney, Suzanne M:
show them that there are ways to work smarter
[10/11/2016 2:10 PM] Zeigler, Munifah J:
Stay positive!!!!

[10/11/2016 2:10 PM] Ann Marie Girard:
OH MY GOD! It is amazing!

[10/11/2016 2:10 PM] Datoria Hicks:
Be positive about the shift.
[10/11/2016 2:10 PM] Sutton, Carlos:
Start wit fellow Vanguardians who have not given up and continue to work with them to spread the word. There is
power in numbers.
[10/11/2016 2:10 PM] Simon, Barbara:
Stay positive!! Support by modeling and sharing! They will love it!
[10/11/2016 2:10 PM] Lawson, Jennifer:
We learned about it with Heather earlier... its a "test" to find out where you are as a teacher with technology
[10/11/2016 2:10 PM] Shands, Vonda R:

Many of the times your students can be your best advertisers. They tell other teachers when the like something in another
class.

[10/11/2016 2:10 PM] Ann Marie Girard:
EDTECH PERSONNA IS COOL!

[10/11/2016 2:10 PM] PLUMMER, RACQUEL:
positivity is key
[10/11/2016 2:10 PM] Moskowitz, Jodi:
Model for others. Show them the way.
[10/11/2016 2:10 PM] Anderson, Christine M:
We must remember to keep the primary ( students) primary ( first) .
[10/11/2016 2:10 PM] Shaw, Carly:
LOL...told ya
[10/11/2016 2:10 PM] Ann Marie Girard:
Talk to Heather about Edtech Personna!!!!
Cox Heather Cox

[10/11/2016 2:11 PM] Watola, Beverly:
Look at the benefits of using the seven principles and share the good things that are happening in you class.
[10/11/2016 2:11 PM] Shands, Vonda R:
Edtech persona purple===>

[10/11/2016 2:11 PM] Lawson, Jennifer:
and understanding that everyone might "use that website and/or app" the way you would...
[10/11/2016 2:11 PM] Ann Marie Girard:
Girard is EdtEch Personna White

[10/11/2016 2:11 PM] Laisney, Suzanne M:
Most of us in Vanguard have some self-reliance in us anyway. You have to be a self starter in many ways prior to
helping others. GREEN = My color
[10/11/2016 2:11 PM] Lawson, Jennifer:
:) She said we would all be getting a "better" copy of the quiz for those we are coaching.
[10/11/2016 2:11 PM] Laisney, Suzanne M:
It's like the airplane: We put our masks on first....then help others!
[10/11/2016 2:11 PM] Kate Kross:
Offer to come in and teach a lesson. It gives them a moment to breathe, and the kids enthusiasm will make them want to to use
what you taught again.

[10/11/2016 2:11 PM] Lawson, Jennifer:
*might not
[10/11/2016 2:11 PM] Ann Marie Girard:
That is a great drescription Suzanne!

[10/11/2016 2:11 PM] Lawson, Jennifer:
I love that!
[10/11/2016 2:12 PM] Laisney, Suzanne M:
:)
[10/11/2016 2:12 PM] Davies, Kurt:
Heather, I will email you a transcription of the conversation at the end.
The action couldn’t be completed. Please try again later.[10/11/2016 2:12 PM] Lawson, Jennifer:
creating an APPY hour and introducing "new quick ways" to implement.... or a "speed dating" on "easy" ways to
begin.
[10/11/2016 2:13 PM] Shands, Vonda R:

I like the APPY hour idea.

[10/11/2016 2:13 PM] Parry, Megan:
Appy hour :)
[10/11/2016 2:13 PM] PLUMMER, RACQUEL:
This was great!
[10/11/2016 2:13 PM] Ann Marie Girard:
Ripple effect … Let the students talk about it ….

[10/11/2016 2:14 PM] Laisney, Suzanne M:
(flex) STRONG arm them?
LOL
[10/11/2016 2:14 PM] Lawson, Jennifer:
start small, help them feel successful with implementation of ONE thing and then that will generate interest
[10/11/2016 2:14 PM] Shaw, Carly:
share with the them that we are not re-inventing the wheel. We are working smarter not harder
[10/11/2016 2:14 PM] Asher, Barry:
Sit with them and show them what you are doing. Explain and show them how to do it.
[10/11/2016 2:14 PM] Muse, Alysia:
Show teachers how it fits into what they are already doing.
[10/11/2016 2:14 PM] PLUMMER, RACQUEL:
Most people who are resisting think it's more work, letting them seeing it in action will help
[10/11/2016 2:14 PM] Rawls, Jennifer L:
Help them with plans, ideas, and materials
[10/11/2016 2:14 PM] Simon, Barbara:
Again, stay positive, and model one thing at a time. Let them know this is not difficult and will make their lives
easier!! They may love it!
[10/11/2016 2:14 PM] Shands, Vonda R:
You have to have patience and positivity.

[10/11/2016 2:14 PM] Ann Marie Girard:
Great ideas! :)

[10/11/2016 2:15 PM] Sutton, Carlos:
I like the student idea as well. We have AVID and that seems to rub off on students who are not in the program. It
can be the same with personalized learning. Have a group of tech kids can be helpful. Kids listen to other kids.
Having
[10/11/2016 2:15 PM] Shands, Vonda R:
Check your attitude at the door. Remember that a coach is not dictator, but a motivator.

[10/11/2016 2:15 PM] Lawson, Jennifer:
At the GaETC they had a school there that had the kids TEACH the adults on a workday--[10/11/2016 2:16 PM] Shands, Vonda R:
I remember that group of kids.

[10/11/2016 2:16 PM] Lawson, Jennifer:
Thats awesome!
[10/11/2016 2:16 PM] Shands, Vonda R:
They had Saturday School for teachers.

[10/11/2016 2:16 PM] Sutton, Carlos:
We did that as well here at Haynes where students helped with Surface training.
[10/11/2016 2:16 PM] Ann Marie Girard:

Video projects make my kids move in French!

[10/11/2016 2:17 PM] Laisney, Suzanne M:
;)
[10/11/2016 2:17 PM] Lawson, Jennifer:
Thats a great idea... even SKYPE classroom would work for that :)
Thanks!
[10/11/2016 2:17 PM] Asher, Barry:
Thank you!
[10/11/2016 2:17 PM] Laisney, Suzanne M:
thank YOU Heather!
[10/11/2016 2:17 PM] Sutton, Carlos:
Thank you!!!!!
[10/11/2016 2:17 PM] Watola, Beverly:
Thank you!
[10/11/2016 2:17 PM] Simon, Barbara:
Thank you! Loved seeing all of the interaction!
[10/11/2016 2:17 PM] Sutton, Carlos:
Extremely worth while!!!
[10/11/2016 2:17 PM] Taylor, Jennifer:
Thank you for your time
[10/11/2016 2:17 PM] Anderson, Christine M:
Great meeting.
[10/11/2016 2:18 PM] Van Looy, Heather:
Thank all of you for joining us! :)
[10/11/2016 2:18 PM] Lawson, Jennifer:
I dont see your session?
[10/11/2016 2:18 PM] Anu Bhardwaj:
Thanks a Bunch

